PROCEEDING OF THE PERMIT GRANT COMMITTEE MEETING, STA FOR
CONSIDERATION OF GRANT OF TEMPORARY PERMITS HELD ON
03.05.18, 05.05.18 & 07.05.18 AT STA, ODISHA, CUTTACK.
1. ROUTE- Aladi to Saliasahi and back- (Kshirod Kumar Acharya,owner
of vehicle No.OR-05R-7055)The applicant has filed a withdrawal petition. Hence his application is
rejected as withdrawn.
2. ROUTE- Badagada to Bhubaneswar via-Aska,Khalikote,Khorda and
back(Simanchal Routray,owner of vehicle No.OR-11H0999)The applicant is representated by Advocate Sri H.P.Mohanty. There is one
objection filed by Mr.M.V.K. Rao, Advocate regarding clash of timing at
Aska. So it will be considered only after checking of clash free timing.
3. ROUTE- Badagada to Cuttack via-Aska,Khalikote,Khorda and back(
Simanchal Routray,owner of vehicle No.OR-01V-1212)The applicant and his Advocate are present. One objection has been filed
by Sri Promoda Ku.Jena through his Advocate. The distance from
Badagada to Aska is not correct. The applicant to give actual distance for
correction. T.P. may be considered only after checking for clash free
timing.
4. ROUTE- Sam balpur to Padampur & back( MD Naim,owner of vehicle
No.0D-17E-5532)Mr. J.N. Mohanty,Advocate for the applicant is present. There is no
objection. T.P. may be considered after checking for clash of timing.
5. ROUTE- Bargarh Kalimela via- Bolangir,Jeypore,Malkangiri and
back(CMD,OSRTC,vehicle No.OD-17L-6289)The Unit Incharge,OSRTC,Bargarh Sri B.P. Samantray is present. There
is no objection. T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free
timing.
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6. ROUTE-Bargarh to Berhampur via-Burla,Sambalpur,Redhakhol and
back(CMD, OSRTC, vehicle No.OD-17L6288)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be
considered after checking for clash free timing.
7. ROUTE-Bargarh to Kaimela via-Bolangir, Jeypore,Malkangiri and
back(CMD,OSRTC vehicle No.OD-17L-6288)This is an alter service of OD-17L-6289 at Sl.5. There is no
objection. T.P.may be considered after checking for clash free timing.
8. ROUTE- Berhampur to Baliguda via-Aska and back(CMD,OSRTC
vehicle No.OD-07D-7703)The applicant is represented by a Sr.Clerk of DTM office, OSRTC,
Berhampur. There are two objection filed by Sri Santosh Kumar Palai in
person and Sri Akhaya Kumar Panigrahi through Advocate M.V.K.Rao
regarding clash of timing at Berhampur. The applicant to file a revised
timing. The permit request will be considered after checking for clash free
timing.
9&10-ROUTE- Berhampur to Bhawanipatna- via- Digapahandi,
Bisamacuttack & back (MD.,OSRTC vehicle No.OD-07B-1205 & Vehicle
No.0D-07B-1215)
Senior Clerk,OSRTC,Unit Berhampur is present.The timing from
Ambadala to Berhampur in return trip is wrong. The applicant later
rectified timing in return trip. There are no objections. The request would
be considered after checking for clash free timing.
11 & 105. ROUTE- Berhampur to Kaniha via-Aska,Nayagarh,Bhubaneswar,
Cuttack, Dhenkanal, Nalco,Talcher and back( Vivek Ranjan Panigrahi,owner
of vehicle No.0D-02AM-5512) and Dinesh Panigrahi, owner of vehicle
No.ORO7AA-2525.
The applicant Sri Vivek Ranjan Panigrahi is present. There is one
objection filed by Sri S.N.Panigrahi and Sri M.Panigrahi regarding clash of
timing at Nayagarh to Berhampur. SI.No.105 vehicle No.OR-07AA-2525
(Owner Dinesh Panigrahi) is the alter of SI.11. Both the applications will be
considered after checking for clash free timing.
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12. ROUTE- Bhanjanagar to Bhubaneswar( CMD,OSRTC vehicle No.OR07U-5675)The applicant is represented by a Sr.Clerk of DTM
office,OSRTC,Berhampur is present. There is no objection. Master
Canteen stop to be deleted. May be considered after checking for clash
free timing.
13. ROUTE- Bhanjanagar to Cuttack(Priyansu Sekhar Parida,owner of
vehicle No.OD-07T-4666)The applicant is present. There is one objection filed by Sri Satya Narayan
Panda regarding clash of timing at Bhubaneswar departure which is same.
The applicant was asked to give a revised timing to avoid clash. T.P. may
be considered only after checking for clash free timing.
14. ROUTE- Bhawanipatna to Bisamcuttack and back(Prakash
Ku.Das,owner of vehicle No.OR-08D-5939)The applicant's Advocate is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be
considered only after checking for clash free timing.
15. ROUTE- Bhubaneswar to Bhawanipatna and back(Surendra
Mohanty,owner of vehicle No.0D-02AS-1557)There is one objector filed by Sri P.K.Das who states that last bus
operating from Bhubaneswar to Bhawanipatna depart at 8.15. The
objector anticipates that applicant may get permit before his bus. However
Bhubaneswar departure at 00.18 hours seems unviable as the bus is to
reach Bhawanipatna 13.13 hours i.e. in mid-day. So this application is
kept pending till a viable clash free timing is submitted by the applicant.
16-17. ROUTE-Bhubaneswar to Mohangiri(Pramod Ku.Ray,owner of both
vehicles No.OR-02BS-3099 & OR-02BS-3051)SI.No.16 & SI.No.17 are alter service. The applicant is present. There is
no objection. T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free timing.
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18-19. ROUTE- Bolangir to Malkangiri and back( Harapriya Acharya, owner
of vehicle No.OD-05V9306 & Manoj Kumar Satapathy, owner of vehicle
OR-09Q-4901)SI.No.19 is an alter of SI.No.18 on the route Bolangir to Malkangiri. Both
the applicants, Advocate Sri A.K.Behera is present. There is no objection.
T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free timing.
20. ROUTE-Brahmagiri to Berhampur and back (Shachindra Sahoo,owner
of vehicle No.0D-02AF-6054)The applicant is represented by his Advocate. There is no objection. T.P.
may be considered after checking for clash free timing.
21-22. ROUTE- Cuttack to Gunupur (Deepak Ku.Samantaray, owner of both
vehicles No.OD-02F-5297 & OD-02F-5097)SI.No.22 is an alter of SI.No.21 on the route Cuttack to Gunupur, both
being night services. The applicant is present. There is one objection
regarding direct clash of timing at Cuttack at 19.50 hours. The applicant
may give a revised timing at Cuttack for consideration.
23-24. ROUTE- Dharmagarh to Bhubaneswar via-Angul,Cuttack(Bijaya
Ku.Jena, owner of vehicle No.OD-08H-3588 & Debendra Bhujabala, owner
of vehicle 0D-08H-3589)SI.No.24 is an alter service of SI. 23 on the route Dharmagarh to
Bhubaneswar via-Angul. Advocate for applicants are present. There are
two objections by Sri Suman Agarwal and Sri Pramod Ku. Ray on alter
routes regarding clash of timing Bhubaneswar departure 18.45. The
objector says that the timing may be exchanged with the applicant from
Bhubaneswar side. There is no objection in return trip. To be decided on
mutual agreement failing which it would be decided by ensuring clash free
timing.
25. ROUTE- Gayaganda to Bhubaneswar and back (Susanta Das, owner of
vehicle No.0D-10H-7582)The Advocate for applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be
considered after checking for clash free timing.
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26. ROUTE- Hansutuli to Bhubaneswar (Jayanta Kumar Mali, owner of
vehicle No.OD-33R-5049)The applicant is absent. Sri Satya Narayan Panda filed an objection
regarding clash of timing at Bhubaneswar which is 5 minutes ahead.
There is a 2nd objection filed by Mrs. Laxmi Priya Mohanty regarding clash
of timing at Bhubaneswar which is 10 minutes ahead. Hence the applicant
may revise the timing so as to avoid clash with existing operator.
27. ROUTE- Indrabati to Kotpad via Jeypore and back (Padman Ku.Dash,
owner of vehicle No.OR-10E-2815)The Advocate for applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be
considered after verification for clash free timing.
28. ROUTE- Jaluadera to Rampur and back( Bikash Ch.Hota, owner of
vehicle No.OR-03E-0573)The applicant is absent. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after check of verification for clash free timing.
29- ROUTE- Jeypore to Gunupur via-Koraput,Laxmipur,Rayagada and back
(Pradeep Ku.Parida, owner of vehicle No. OD-10E-3610)The applicant is absent. There is one objection by Sri Jyoti Ranjan Parida,
vehicle No.OD-25-8295 regarding clash of timing at Gunupur.This vehicle
is 22 seater. Unless it is 26 seater, STA, cannot grant permit. Hence
rejected.
30- ROUTE-Jeypore to Kashinagar via-Laxmipur Rayagada(Jyoti Ranjan
Parida,owner of vehicle No.OD-25-8295)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
31. ROUTE- Kantilo to Berhampur and back (Shachindra Sahoo, owner of
vehicle No.0D-02AH-0754)The applicant is represented by Advocate. There is no objection. T.P. may
be considered after checking for clash free timing.
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32. ROUTE- Kundra to Umerkote (Snehalata Behera, owner of vehicle No.
OD-24-9029)The applicant is absent. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
33. ROUTE- Meghala to Sonepur via-Dunguripali (Achyutananda Kanta,
owner of vehicle No.OD-03H-2475)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
34. ROUTE- Muniguda to Rayagada and back, Muniguda to Kotagarh &
back & Muniguda to Bissam Cuttack & back, (Sunita Bisoyi, owner of
vehicle No.OR-10C-0803)The applicant's father-in-law is present. There is no objection. The vehicle
is 16 years old. The permit may be considered after checking for clash
free timing and only after applicant's undertaking to replace the vehicle
within 4 months from getting T.P.
35. ROUTE- Nimapadar to Cuttack and back (Santosh Kumar Rayaguru,
owner of vehicle No.0D-25E-1145)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is one objection by Mr.
Barada Prasan Acharya. The objection is regarding using Nayagarh route
but not mentioning Nayagarh but mentioned Lenkudipada and Rajapatana
which are part of the Nayagarh town. As Nayagarh route is not being
allotted due to rationalization, this application may be kept pending.
36. ROUTE- Paralakhemundi to Umerkot and back (A.Lohithasyudu Das,
owner of vehicle No.OD-07V-2799)The applicant is present through Advocate Sri A.K.Behera. There is one
objection filed by Sri Prasan Kumar Patnaik through Advocate who states
that operation of express service i.e. covering 1 km. in one and half
minute is not possible in this route. Accordingly the timing of the applicant
may be modified in both up & down trip. There is a 2nd objection filed by
Sri Rutu Ranaj Parida who is the applicant at SI.No.40 on same route
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telling that his timing and the present timing are clashing . But he admits
that the alignment is different and therefore his objection is not
sustainable. T.P. may be considered after verification of clash free timing.
37. ROUTE- Phulbani to Bhawanipatna via-Balliguda, M. Rampur( Akhaya
Ku.Patnaik,owner of vehicle No. OR-05AE-0630)The applicant is absent. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
38. ROUTE- Puri to Khalikote and back(Snehashis Samantaray, owner of
vehicle No.OR-02AS-3009)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash of timing.
39. ROUTE- Raghunathpur to Kupati via-Khurda, Nayagarh, Bhanjanagar
(Mr.Surendra Dakua, owner of vehicle No.OR-12B-2020)The applicant is present. The starting point Salia Sahi is to be deleted and
named Nandan Kanan. There are two objections given by Sri
S.P.Acharya regarding clash of timing at Baramunda and also this route
through Nayagarh which is under rationalization. Hence may not be
considered in day service. The applicant may give a revised timing for
consideration, since this route is under rationalization process.
40. ROUTE- Raighar to Paralakhemundi via-Koraput, Rayagada and back
(Jyoti Ranjan Parida,owner of vehicle No.OD-02C-3099)The applicant is present. One objection is filed by Sri Prasan Kumar
Patnaik regarding the distance and running timing in the Ghata area. The
consideration made for SI. 36 is to be considered while allotting timing to
the applicant. There is a 2nd objection by Sri I. Venkata Ramana regarding
clash of timing. The applicant may give a revised clash free timing for
consideration.
41. ROUTE- Raipada to Bhubaneswar (Sumit Kumar Jena, owner of vehicle
OD-02AH-0282)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing. The route will be renamed as
Singhasini to Bhubaneswar.
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viaNabarangpur
to
Rayagada
ROUTE42.
Laxmipur,Koraput,Jeypore,Borigumma and back( K.Bhujanga Rao, owner
of vehicle No.0D-18D-8649)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
43-44. ROUTE- Tentulikhunti to Gudari and back( Ashutosh Panigrahi,
owner of both vehicles No.OD-08H-0069 & OD-08H-0049)SI.No.44 is the alternate service of SI.No.43 on the route Tentulikhunti to
Gudari and back.The Advocate for the applicant is present. There is no
objection. T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free timing.
45. ROUTE- Baliguda to Bhubaneswar and back (Minakhi Hansda, owner of
vehicle no.OD.02AM-7909)The applicant's husband is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be
considered after checking for clash free timing.
46. ROUTE- Baliguda to Muniguda, Muniguda to Kotagarh to Muniguda,
Muniguda to Baliguda( Martin Baliarsingh, owner of vehicle No.OD-187476)The applicant husband is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be
considered after checking for clash free timing.
47. ROUTE- Baliguda to Rayagada via-Tumudibandha, Kotagarh, Muniguda,
Bissamcuttack and back( Sujit Ku.Bisoyi, owner of vehicle No.OR-02AQ0807)The applicant's father is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be
considered after checking for clash free timing..
48. ROUTE- Balijhari to Cuttack & back (Sumitra Tarai, owner of vehicle
No.OR-05AR-4795)The applicant's Advocate is present. There is one objection by Sri
Pravakar Sahu regarding clash of timing at Bagadharia. He requests that
the applicant may be given timing after him. It will be considered only after
ensuring clash of timing.

49. ROUTE- Bargarh to Nuapada via-Dasamili, Ghess, Malda and back(Saroj
Ku. Panigrahi, owner of vehicle No.OR-17G-9494)The applicant's Advocate is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be
considered after checking for clash free timing. The route will be Bargarh
to Nuapada via-Padmapur.
50. ROUTE- Bargarh to Berhampur via-Burla,SambalPur and Redhakhole
and back( CMD,OSRTC,BBSR, vehicle No.OD-17L-0728)This is an alter of OD-17L-6289 at SI.6. There is no objection. May be
considered.
51. ROUTE- Bargarh to Gaiselet and back( Dhuruba Charan Meher, owner
of vehicle No.OD-17B-3910)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking of clash free timing.
52. ROUTE- Bargarh to Narshingpur (Umakanta Behera, owner of vehicle
No.OR-15P-2121)The applicant is present. There is one objection by Sri Purna Ch.Rout who
is leaving Narshingpur 6.15 AM in up-trip from Purunakattack. The
objector agrees to 5.30 A.M departure for applicant from Narshingpur
towards Bargarh from Narsinghpur.
53. ROUTE- Bargarh to Narshingpur & back (Sanjeeb Sahu,owner of
vehicle No.0D-31D-7585)The applicant is present through his Advocate. There is no objection. T.P.
may be considered after checking for clash free timing.
54. ROUTE-Bhubaneswar to Bhawanipatna (Surendra Mohanty,owner of
vehicle No.0D-02AS-1657)This is an alter service of SI.No.15. The applicant is absent. The timing
looks unviable as it is leaving Bhubaneswar at 00.18 hours and reaching
Bhawanipatna at 13.13 hours because it is not in interest of passengers to
continue for long hour after morning in a night service. So a revised timing
may be given for consideration.

55. ROUTE- Bhubaneswar to Kiamunda via-Phulbani,Dasapalla,Kantilo and
back ( Minakhi Hansda, owner of vehicle No.0D-02AM-7907)There is one objection by Sri Nabin Kumar Amarka who says there is
clash of timing at Bhubaneswar departure at 9.45. i.e 2nd objection by Sri
Himansu Behera regarding clash of timing in down-trip at Khajuripada, the
timing at Khajuripada being at 22.49 hours.The applicant to submit revised
timing which will be considered after checking for clash free timing.
56. ROUTE- Bhuliasikoan to Titlagarh,Titilagarh to Khariar and back.
(Sidam Sahu, owner of vehicle no.OD-03J-2017)The applicant is present. His bus is only 25 seater. STA has decided to
grant inter region permit to buses with 26+ seats. He was advised to add
at least one more seat and apply again.
57. ROUTE- Binekei to Daspallav via-Athamallick, Kiakata, Nuapada and
back( Manoj Ku. Maharana, owner of vehicle No.OR-19L-1752)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
58. ROUTE- Sambalpur to Padmapur and back (Sukanta Mishra, owner of
vehicle No.OR-23D-7596)The applicant represented by Advocate is present. There is no objection. It
is to be seen whether the Sambalpur to Bargarh timing is in the vacant slot
or not. If not, the applicant was advised to give a modified timing of vacant
slot into account for consideration. This needs to be verified from records.
59. ROUTE- Binkeyi to Dhalpur & back (Reeta Rani Mishra,owner of vehicle
No.OR-23B-7596)The applicant is absent. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.

60 & 121. ROUTE- Burla to Polsara via-Sambalpur ,Boudh, Phulbani,
Bhanjanagar, Buguda and back,(OSRTC, vehicle No.OR-15P-7522)- 121,
same route, same owner (vehicle No.OR15P-7523).
Sri Kailash Ch. Sahu,Clerk of DTM is present. There is no objection. This
is an alter of Sl.121. Since this a night service, T.P may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
61. ROUTE- Chhamundia to Bhubaneswar and back ( Pramod Ku.
Parida,owner of vehicle No.OR-02AH-3164)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
62. ROUTE- Cuttack to Phulbani via- Nayagarh, Dasapalla and back
(Simanchal Routray, owner of vehicle No.0D-33T-1212)The applicant's Advocate is present. There is one objection filed by Sri
Himansu Bhusan Champaty regarding clash of timing at Bhubaneswar
departure 5 minutes before him. The applicant says he wants his bus to
depart at 8.15 from Bhubaneswar. It is to be seen whether there is any
clash of timing or not in that case. Since it is day service on this proposed
rationalized route, the verification has to be done carefully.
63. ROUTE- Ghantapada to Kiakata via-Kantamal,Boudh( Jitendra Kumar
Meher, owner of vehicle No.OR-15K-8295)The applicant is present through Advocate Sri A.K.Behera. There is no
objection. T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free timing.
64-65.ROUTE- Jharsuguda to Daringibadi via-Sambalpur, Rairakhol,
Charichhak, Baliguda & back( M.D.,OSRTC,BBSR, vehicle No.OD-15B-2944
& OD-15B-2943)
The applicant is present through Sri Kailash Ch.Sahu,Clerk of DTM
office,Sambalpur. There is no objection.. Sl.65 in the alter of Sl.64 on the
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route Jharsuguda to Daringibadi. Both are night service buses. T.P. may
be considered after checking for clash free timing.
66. ROUTE- Kutasingha to Bolangir,Bolangir to Diptipur and back (Jitendra
Bhoi, owner of vehicle No.OR-03H-6086)The applicant Advocate is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be
considered after verification of timing.
67. ROUTE- Podadiha to Khunta via-Udala,Balasore and back (Narendra
Bilhari Das, owner of vehicle No.0D-01A-3898)The applicant is present with his Advocate Sri S.Das. There is no
objection, but there is a mistake in the stop-4 and instead of Baisinga at
stop-6, he has mentioned Balasore for which distance may be changed.
The applicant will give a revised timing correcting the stop mistakes for
consideration.
68. ROUTE- Patnagarh to Bhubaneswar via-Bolangir,Boudh,Redhakhol,
Anugul,Cuttack (Aradhana Purohit, owner of vehicle No.OD-03H-0028)The applicant is absent. There are two objections one by Sri Binod
Ku.Mohanty and another by Sri Pinakipani Sarangi. The proposed route
cover rationalized portion of Angul to Cuttack. Therefore, the decision in
this case is defered till the rationalization at Angul route is finalized. The
applicant would get priority to apply in vacant slots after its finanalisation.
69. ROUTE- Phulbani to Kantamal via- Gochhapada,Balandapada and back
(Sanjib Ku. Pradhan, owner of vehicle No.OR-02AJ-2444)The applicant is represented by Advocate. There is no objection. T.P. may
be considered after checking for clash free timing.
70. ROUTE- Puri to Bolangir via- Bhubaneswar,Nayagarh( Pradip
Ku.Ray,owner of vehicle No.0D-33R-7151)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
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71. ROUTE- Rairakhole to Baragarh and back (Surendra Pati,owner of
vehicle No.OR-23A-5696)The route should be Raidhakhole to Bargarh. The applicant is absent.
There is no objection. T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free
timing.
72. ROUTE- Raipatna to Baramunda, Baramunda to Bhaliadihi, Bhaliadihi to
Master Canteen and Master Canteen to Rajpatna( Naba Kishore Sahoo,
owner of vehicle No.OD-25E-9747)The applicant is present alongwith his Advocate. Instead of Master
Canteen, stop may be Bhubaneswar at Baramunda. There is no objection.
T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free timing.
73. ROUTE- Sagada to Sonepur to Boudh & back (Rakesh Mishra, owner of
vehicle No.OR-23A-8665)The applicant is present alongwith his Advocate. There is no objection.
T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free timing.
74. ROUTE- Saradhapur to Cuttack and back (Akshaya Kumar Singh, owner
of vehicle No.OR-02AS-5353)The applicant is absent. The route name will be Koska (Nayagarh) to
Cuttack and back. There is one objection filed by Sri Pravakar Sahoo
regarding timing in down-trip at Cuttack, Bhubaneswar and Khurda. The
detailed objection is being filed. The same will be considered. The objector
requested that the timing at Bhubaneswar may be fixed between 11.22 to
12.05 as there is no service in this direction at the time.This will be
considered after checking for clash free timing.
75. ROUTE- Satapatana to Kantilo and back (Prasanta Kumar Pattanaik,
owner of vehicle No.OR-02AH-6232)The applicant is absent. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after verifying for clash free timing.
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76. ROUTE- Sorada to Barakhama and back (Manoj Ku. Panda, owner of
vehicle No.OD-12B-0156)The applicant is present alongwith his Advocate. There is no objection.
The applicant says that distance is wrongly generated. The same is to be
rectified. There is no objection. May be considered after checking for
clash free timing and distance.
77. ROUTE- Bhubaneswar to Rourkela and back(Rahul Pati, owner of
vehicle No.OD-14K-8877)The applicant filed petition through Advocate. He states that he is no more
owner of the vehicle. Therefore he files withdrawal application, hence is
rejected as withdrawn.
78 & 133. ROUTE- Jarada to Rairangpur( Baijayanti Mala Nayak, owner of
vehicle No.OR-02BG-7857) and Pravat Nalini Samantra (owner of vehicle
No.ODO2AS-7799)Sl.133 is alter of Sl.78. Both are on the route from Jarada in Ganjam
district to Rairangpur in Mayurbhanj district. Both are night services. There
is no objection. Both applicants are present. T.P. may be considered after
checking for clash free timing.
79. ROUTE- Sambalpur to Barpali via- Bargarh (Chief Executive Officer,
owner of vehicle No.OD-15J-3440)The applicant is absent. However there is restriction in giving inter city
permit to city buses until a decision is taken by the Government in H&UD
and Commerce & Transport Department jointly. Hence the application is
kept pending.
80. ROUTE- Rourkela to Bhimkund via-Pallahara and back (Babita Biswal,
owner of vehicle No.OR-14X-8000)The route is to be re-named as Rourkela to Bhimkund. The applicant is
represented by her husband. There are three objections by Sri Rakesh
Kumar Pradhan, Smt. Kamini Mahanta and Sri Manohar Mahanta
regarding timing at Rourkela up-trip and Telkoi down-trip. The applicant
was advised to give a revised timing so that clash of timing is avoided.
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81. ROUTE- Sambalpur to Baliguda via-Boudh, Charichhak, Phulbani,
Nuagaon( Chairman-Cum-MD,vehicle No.OR-15M-0245)The applicant is absent. The Advocate for objector Sri Kishore Ku.Palo is
present. Regarding clash of timing at Phulbani, the applicant may give a
revised timing for consideration.
ROUTE-Sambalpur to Bhawanipatna via-Bargarh, Bolangir, Belgoan,
82.
Kesinga (CMD,OSRTC,vehicle No.OD-15-0043)There is no objection. But the timing from Kesinga to Sambalpur in the
down-trip is to be modified. Secondly, as it is a day service, the OSRTC
has to apply in the vacant slot for Sambalpur-Bargarh portion
(Rationalized route) by modifying the timing for consideration.
ROUTE- Ulunda to Bargarh via-Sonepur,Bolangir and back(
83.
Panchanan Acharya, owner of vehicle No.(0D-04G-5111)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is no objection . T.P. may
be considered after checking for clash free timing..
84. ROUTE- Agalpur to Bhubaneswar via-Losinga, Sonepur, Rairakhole,
Cuttack and back(Partha Pattanayak,owner of vehicle No.0D-05AE-7209)The applicant is absent. There is no objection. It is an alter of OR-03H6633. May be considered after verification of same from the data base.
85. ROUTE- Ainthapali to Tinkbir via-Jamankira,Kansar and back( Binod
Muduli,owner of vehicle No.OR-15N-2656)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
86. ROUTE- Angul to Rairakhol via-Chhedipada,Chandimal,Naktideula and
back( Omprakash Bhutia, owner of vehicle No.OR-19D-8591)The applicant is represented by Advocate. There is one objection by Sri
Sarbeswar Sahoo. T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free
timing.
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87-173. ROUTE- Angul to Tiringi via-Keonjhar, Rairangpur, Bahalda & back
(Both owned by MD, OSRTC, vehicle Nos.0D-19B-1022 & OD19C-5420).
SI. 173 is alter service of Sl.87. OSRTC is represented by Station Master
Sri Biranchi Ku. Sahoo, DTM office, Angul. Both are night services. There
are two objections regarding clash of timing at Jashipur. The objector will
have no objection if the Jashipur departure timing given after 20.30 hours
to the applicant. The objection is not really sustainable as it is a night
service.
ROUTE- Anugul to Baramunda and back (Ranjan Kumar Tarai,owner
88.
of vehicle No.0D-05AE-4957)The applicant represented by Advocate. There are four objections
regarding clash of timing at Jatamudia. The applicant to give revised
timing by correcting the distance. May be considered after verification for
clash free timing.
ROUTE- Anugul to Rourkela and back ( Suresh Ch.Sahoo, owner of
89.
vehicle No.OD-35B-2221)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is no objection. But
applicant files a petition to start from Rourkela at 15.00 hours. It is to be
seen if there is any clash of timing after which it could be considered.
ROUTE- Athamalik to Rourkela via-Boinda,Riamal,Barkote and back
90.
(Purnananda Pani, owner of vehicle No. OD-23D-0056)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is no objection. This is a
day service. Verification regarding clash of timing of stoppages like
Deogarh in the up and down trips and at Rourkela in down trip is to be
done before consideration.
91. ROUTE- Badgaon to Laida via-Sundargarh,Bamura,Kesaibahal,
Kuchinda and back (Tilak Bhusan Hota, owner of vehicle No.CG-14A-3861)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing. The registration mark of Chhatishgarh
is to be changed to Odisha registration mark.
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92. ROUTE- Bahalda to lb-Thermal (Sri Biswajit Mohanta, owner of vehicle
No.0D-11E-9468)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is no objection. T.P. may
be considered after verification for clash free timing.
ROUTE- Bamra to Bhubaneswar Via: Sambalpur, Angul, (Amit
93 & 109.
Kumar Pati, owner of vehicle OD15K-1199) SI.109- Tusharikanti Mishra
(owner of vehicle No. OD15J-9300)
The applicants are present. SI. 93 is the alter service of SI.No. 109. There
is no objection. But the timing of 7.30 AM at Bamra needs be changed to
9.30 or 9.15. Accordingly remaining timings are to be changed. May be
considered after such change.
(Indramani
ROUTE- Baniabasha to Bhubaneswar and Back,
94.
Chaudhury, owner of vehicle OD11K1231).
The applicant is represented by Advocate. There are four objections.
Since the route is under rationalization of timing the applicant's case
cannot be considered. The applicant submit that his bus may be
accommodated in vacant slot. It is not possible at present and he would
be given chance to apply separately of the finanlisation of rationalized
timing.
ROUTE-Baragarh to Nuapada Via. Dasamili, Ghess, Malda and Back,
95.
(Sanjib Prusty, owner of vehicle OR16C7857).
The applicant is absent. There is no objection. The route description does
not match with the stoppages given in the route. The applicant may be
called by Secretary for clarification before any further decision is taken in
the matter.
96-97-ROUTE-Bargarh to Barbil and Back, (Arun Kumar Jena, owner of
vehicle OD15K-0822 & SI.97- Sujit Kumar Pradhan,owner of vehicle No.OR15N-1109).
SI. 96 is the alter of Sl.97. Applicants are present. There is one objection
by Sri Prabhat Kishore Swain regarding clash of timing at Barbil which is
exact time. It may be changed by 5 or 10 minutes after for consideration.
Clash free timing is to be ensured.
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98.
ROUTE-Bargarh to Boudh Dunguripali Binika Sonepur and Back,
(Satya Narayan Meher, owner of vehicle OD31D7574).
The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
99.
ROUTE-Bargarh to Rajkhariar Via Padampur, Nuapada, Komna &
Back, (Saroj Kumar Panigrahi, owner of vehicle OD177676).
The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
100. ROUTE-Baripada to Keonjhar and Back, (Dipak Kumar Dwari, owner
of vehicle OR11F6218).
The applicant represented by Advocate. There are two objections
regarding clash of timing at Keonjhar. Objector Smt. Madhumita Mishra
states that she has a permit on the same route & one objection case is
sub-judice before Secretary,STA regarding clash of timings. Smt. Mishra
has proposed the departure timing from Keonjhar at 10.20 A.M. The
applicant states that the distance from Asna to Manda is 8 Kms. But it is
wrongly mentioned as 38 Kms. in OPMS. The distance is to be rectified.
The applicant files a memo that the applied timing from Keonjhar be
modified to 10.00 A.M instead of 10.20 A.M. All objections are to be taken
consideration before grant of permit so as to ensure clash free timing.
101- (Chief Executive Officer, SI.101- vehicle No. OD15J3441; SI.104Vehicle No. OD15J-3439; SI.166 — Vehicle No.0D15J-3438; SI.168- vehicle
No. OD15J-3436 and SI.171- vehicle No. OD15J-3437)The applicant for all five routes is absent. There are two objections. The
Government in H&UD Department has decided not to issue inter city
permit of city buses till the committee makes a recommendation on the
matter. Till these issues are decided as per the procedure mentioned
above, no new permit to be issued by STA/RTA to the city buses to ply on
any inter-city route in the State. Hence all the five proposals are kept
pending.
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102- ROUTE- Batimunda To Kansara Via Kishorenagar Boinda Angul and
Back (Jiten Behera, owner of vehicle OD19K6844).
The applicant is absent. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
103-ROUTE- Baunsagarh To Bhubaneswar Via Anadapur Cheenapadi
Panikoili Cuttack and Back (Shesadeb Nayak owner of vehicle OD04K8985).
The applicant is represented by Advocate. There are two objections as
majority of the route is under rationalization. The applicant submits a
modified route touching NH at Panikoili. The new modified route is not
under rationalization as it is touching NH at Panikoili, the same to consider
after checking for clash free timing.
106. ROUTE- Bhapur To Sambalpur and Back (Manas Samal,owner of
vehicle OR19M3098)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is no objection. T.P. may
be considered after checking for clash free timing.
107. ROUTE- Bhawanipatna to Rourkela Via Bolangir Sundergarh and
back, (Alter of existing PP OR-15P-4021) (Anupama Mahapatra owner of
vehicle OR15Q4021).
The applicant is present. There is no objection. This is an alter service of
OR-150-4021 which is already having a P.P on the route. As it is an alter
of existing P.P. the same may be considered.
108. ROUTE- Bheden to BBSR Via Burla Hirakud Sambalpur (Rita Mishra
owner of vehicle OD15J-5255).
The applicant is present. There is no objection. It is a night service. T.P.
may be considered after checking for clash free timing.

110-ROUTE- Bhubaneswar to Karanjia and Back (Pranati Nalini Pati owner
of vehicle OR05W3677)The applicant represented by Advocate. There are six objections.
Regarding clash of timing at Bhubaneswar to Karanjia in up-trip and downtrip. The applicant may give a clash free revised timing for consideration.
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111. ROUTE- Bhubaneswar to Koida Via Dhenkanal Bonai and Back (Alter
of existing PP OD-14K-8877), (Kailash Chandra Biswal, owner of vehicle
OD14K7788).
The applicant is present. The objector Sri Romancha Rajan Biswal is
represented by Advocate Sri H.P. Mohanty. He states that alter service of
this route has already been allotted to him for OD-28A-2526. The
applicant was advised to apply for new route. Hence, the application is
dismissed.
112. ROUTE- Bhubaneswar to Lahunipara (Up Trip) Lahunipara to
Bhubaneswar (Down Trip),( Mahesh Chandra Mohapatra, owner of vehicle
OD05AG5475).
There is no objection. But the distance of 618 Kms, is too long to cover in
one day. Secondly, there is no need for bus to go via Banei from
Bahadaposi for reaching Lahunipara. So the route may be modified
accordingly on both counts. To be considered only after checking for clash
free timing.
113. ROUTE- Bhubaneswar to Rourkela, (Alter of OD-05A7788), Inderjit
Kaur, owner of vehicle OD14M8877)The applicant is present through Advocate. This is a night service to
Rourkela. There is no objection. It is an alter service of existing vehicle
OD-05A-7788. May be considered after verification.
114. ROUTE- Bhubaneswar to Rourkela Via Banarpal PaIllahara Barkote
Banai and Back, (Saroja Kumar Padhy, owner of vehicle ORO5AP0770)The applicant is present through Advocate Sri R.N.Singh. There is no
objection. It is a night service. T.P. may be considered.
115. ROUTE- Bhubaneswar to Udala and Back, (Santosh Harichandan,
owner of vehicle OD05AF5078)The applicant is represented by Advocate. There are several objections.
Since it is on the rationalized route, the application is kept pending till the
rationalization is over.
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116. ROUTE- Bihabandha to Rourkela, Rourkela To Sarangabahal and
Back, (Iswar Chandra Mohanty, owner of vehicle OR14T1410)The applicant is present. There are two objections. The applicant may give
a revised timing. To be considered after verification for clash free timing.
117. ROUTE- Biramitrapur to Sundargarh Via. Rairangapur, Rourkela and
Back, (Ashok Kumar Gupta, owner of vehicle OD16A3671)The applicant is present. There are two objections. It is a rationalized
route. The applicant has not applied in vacant slots on Rourkela to
Sundergarh route. The applicant may give a revised timing on a vacant
slot for consideration.
118. ROUTE- Boudh to Angul and Back, (Ranjan Kumar Pradhan, owner of
vehicle OD19L2778)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is one objection by Sri Raj
Kishore Sahu regarding clash of timing from Boudh. It is seen that gap of
the timing of departure from Angul is 30 minutes. May be considered after
checking for clash free timing.

119. ROUTE- Boulagadia to Balasore and Boulagadia to Baneisinga and
Back, (Himanshu Sekhar Senapati, owner of vehicle ODO1R2315)The applicant is absent. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.

120.

ROUTEBrajrajnagar to Sonepur Via Jharsuguda
Rengali
Sambalpur Ulunda and Back,( Bijuli Barik, owner of vehicle
OR23131787)The applicant is present through Advocate. There is no objection. T.P.
may be considered after checking for clash free timing.

122. ROUTE- Charmacha to Sambalpur Via. Barkote and Deogarh and
Back, (Pramod Kumar Muduli, owner of vehicle OR15M7656)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.
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123.

ROUTE- Chudamani to Thakurmunda and Back, (Purusottam Behera,
owner of vehicle ORO1N4385)The applicant is present through Advocate. There are three objections
regarding clash of timing from Soro to Gandibed. May be considered after
verification for clash free timing.

124.

ROUTE- Darlipali to Balasore and Back (Alter Service OD-16A1974),
(Sarat Kumar Panigrahi, owner of vehicle OD16A1947)The applicant is present through Advocate. There is no objection. The
distance between Sambalpur & Angul is wrong. The same is to be
rectified. It is night service. May be considered after verification for clash
free timing.

125.

ROUTE- Deogarh to Jamujhari Via Rairakhol & Back, (The Chairman
Cum Managing Director, owner of vehicle OD284499)The applicant is represented through Sri Biswanath Bhagat in Deogarh,
ATM office of OSRTC. There is no objection. T.P. may be considered after
verification for clash free timing.

126.

ROUTE- Deogarh to Puri and Back (Alter Service OR-11H9861),
(Runubala Nayak, owner of vehicle OD19L2388)The applicant has withdrawn the application. The same is rejected as
withdrawn.

127-128- ROUTE- Dunguripali to Bhubaneswar and Back, Jaykishan Dora,
owner of vehicle OD15K-6464 & Govinda Dora owner of vehicle No.OD-17M6464)The applicants are present. Sl.127 alter of Sl.128. It is a night service. No
objection. May be considered after checking for clash free timing.
129.

ROUTE- lb Thermal to Balasore, (Sanjay Kumar Kar, owner of
vehicle OD-23G5996)The applicant is present. There are three objections regarding clash of
timing from Balasore side and lb-Thermal side. The same is to be verified.
The applicant is advised to give a revised timing for consideration.

130.

ROUTE- lb Thermal to Rourkela and Back, (Srikanta Mohapatra,
owner of vehicle OR23E2822)The applicant is present. There are three objections. This is a rationalize
route. The applicant is advised to give the route timing in the vacant slot
for consideration.
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131.

ROUTE -Jamda to Angul Via Rairangpur Karanjia Pallahara and Back,
(Priya Das, owner of vehicle OR01Q3333)The applicant is present. There are four objections regarding clash of
timing at from Jashipur to Angul in up-trip and from Angul to Bahalda in
the down-trip.The applicant to give revised timing for consideration.

132.

ROUTE -Jamuna to Kuchinda and Back, (Sabita Purohit, owner of
vehicle OD16D7555)The applicant is present through Advocate. There is no objection.
The route would be from Kendudihi to Kuchinda. T.P. may be considered
after checking for clash free timing.

134.

ROUTE -Jashipur to Bhubaneswar and Back, (Anadi Charan
Mohanty, owner of vehicle OD11A0799)The applicant is present. There is no objection. But the distance
covered is very long in a day. The bus is 2011 model. Therefore, the
applicant is to give revised timing with reduced distance for consideration.

135.

ROUTE -Jhirpani To Bhubaneswar And Back, (Mamita Behera, owner
of vehicle OD14M-8669)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is no objection. It is
a night service. May be considered after checking for clash free timing.

136.

ROUTE -Joda to Rourkela and Back, (Abdul Hannan, owner of
vehicle OD09C4215)The applicant is present. There are two objections regarding clash
of timing at Barbil and Rourkela up & down trip respectively. So the
applicant was advised to give a revised timing for consideration.

137.

ROUTE -Kanaktora to Bhubaneswar and Back, (Sanjay Kumar Kar,
owner of vehicle OD23F9596)The applicant is present. There is no objection. It is a night service.
T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free timing.
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138.

ROUTE -Kankli to Talcher and Back, (Rajesh Biswal, owner of
vehicle OR19H9531)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be
considered after verification for clash free timing.

139.

ROUTE -Kantapali to Sambalpur and Sambalpur to Padampur and
Back Kantapali, (Mirza Gulfan Beig, owner of vehicle OD15C3501)The applicant is present. There is no objection. But the major
portion is in the rationalized route Sambalpur to Bargarh. The applicant
was advised to give vacant slot. Number in up & down trip after which it
will be considered.

140.

ROUTE -Kesharmal to Rourkela and Rourkela to Nuagaon and Back
Rourkela to Purna Pani and Back Rourkela to Nuagaon and Back
Rourkela to Keshar Mal, (Sanjeeb Kumar Patra, owner of vehicle
OR14U7842)The applicant is present through Advocate. There is no objection.
T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free timing.

141.

ROUTE -Kesna to Keonjhar and Keonjhar to Champua and Back,
(Somathan Sahoo, owner of vehicle OR09M2957)The applicant is present. There is no objection. He says that there
are some problems in route. He is advised to give a revised clash free
route for consideration.

142.

ROUTE -Kunjar to Badgaon Via Kuchinda Kesaibahal Laida Bamara
and Back, (Ratnamani Hota, owner of vehicle OD237681)The applicant is present. There is no objection. T.P. may be
considered after checking for clash free timing.

143.

ROUTE -Kuturaposi to Ntpc and Back,( Dharmendra Kumar Debata,
owner of vehicle OD286170)The applicant is represented by Advocate. There is no objection.
T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free timing.
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144.

ROUTE —Mandira Dam to Rangiatikra and Back, (Ganju Bagh, owner
of vehicle OR07R0791)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is no objection. T.P.
may be considered after verification for clash free timing.

145.

ROUTE -Mangalpur to Kamaladiha, (Bir Surendra Prasad Pradhan,
owner of vehicle OD190357)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is no objection. The
stoppage Mangalpur is to be deleted and accordingly the route and timing
is to be modified. May be considered after checking for clash free timing.

146.

ROUTE -Nalda to Rourkela and Back, (Md Ali Hussain, owner of
vehicle OD14J6673)The applicant and his Advocate are present. There is one objection
by Sri Rajesh Kumar Pradhan represented by Advocate regarding clash of
timing at Rourkela. The applicant files a memo regarding change of timing
departure time at Rourkela at 15.09 instead of 15.27. The same is to be
checked for clash free before consideration.

147.

ROUTE -Nuagaon to Biramitrapur and Back, (Ganju Bagh, owner of
vehicle OR16C3455)The applicant is represented through Advocate. There is no
objection. T.P. may be considered after checking for clash free timing.

148.

ROUTE -Paktia to Bhubaneswar Via-Baripada to Cuttack, (Alter of
vehicle OR11G7647), (Mir Abdul Rauf, owner of vehicle OR11F9213)The applicant is present. There is no objection. This is an alter
service of OR-11G-7647 which is having a P.P. May be considered after
verification.

149.

ROUTE -Pankadihi to Sundargarh Via Dhudi, Garposh, Kuraibaga,
Jarangloi and Back, (Gyana Hota, owner of vehicle OR16C5187)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is no objection. He
states that the distance between stoppage Duburi to Garposh to be
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corrected as 18 Kms. instead of 39 Kms. It is to be verified and rectified
accordingly. To be considered after checking for clash free timing.
150. ROUTE -ROUTE -Purusottampur to Keonjhar & Keonjhar to Kranjia
and Back, (Kishore Chandra Majhi, owner of vehicle OD09K1887)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is one objection.
Regarding clash of timing at Keonjhar the same is to be verified in order
to ensure substantial gap at Keonjhar. May be considered after checking
for clash free timing.
151-152- ROUTE -Rajgangpur to Puri Via Kuchinda Deogarh Angul
Cuttack Bhubaneswar and Back, (Bikash Mahakul, owner of vehicle
OD15B7291 & OR-15R-7291)S1.151 is of alter of SI. 152. The applicant states that both the
services were applied as night service but has been wrongly recorded as
day service. He has given the start timing 6.30 P.M as 06.30 hours from
Rajgangpur and 07.00 hours for 7 P.M start for departure from Puri. He
will give a revised time to make it a night service. Then, the objections
filed would not be applicable.
153.

ROUTE -Rengali to Sambalpur (1Rt) & Sambalpur to Bargarh (3RT)
Vide Up trip Slot No. 72 & 122 And Down Trip Slot No. 94, (Sanatan
Pradhan, owner of vehicle OD280333)The applicant represented by Advocate. He says that he has
mentioned the vacant slot between Bargarh and Sambalpur. The route
from Bargarh to Tangarpali need to be rectified. The applicant may give
revised timing and correct vacant slot which will be verified before the
same is considered.

154.

ROUTE -Rourkela to Jatani Via Bonaigarh Pitiri Cuttack
Bhubaneswar and Back, (Romancha Ranjan Biswal, owner of
vehicle OR02BZ2526)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is no objection. This
is a night service from Rourkela to Jatni. May be considered after
verification for clash free timing.
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155.

ROUTE -Rourkela to Fatamunda Via Kansbahal Jamankira Remal
Gudhidip and Back, (Ashok Kumar Dani, owner of vehicle
OD289129)The applicant is present. There is one objection. The applicant says
that the timing has been wrongly given because of his non-acquaintance
of O.P.M.S. There is a existing permit which has been surrendered and
the same timing has been applied. There is one objection. The applicant
was asked to give a revised timing along with exact slot of his old permit
which has been surrendered and then his case will be considered.

156.

ROUTE -Rourkela to Barbil Via Lahunipara Barsuan Tensa Koida
and Back, lqbal Ahmed, owner of vehicle OR14S2692.
The applicant is present. There are three objections regarding clash
of timing at Rourkela and Lahunipara, Tensa, Barbil. The applicant to give
a revised timing for consideration if the same is made clash free.

157 & 169. ROUTE -Rourkela to Bhubaneswar Via Parjang & Back,
(Managing Director, OSRTC, owner of vehicle OR14W4145 SI.No.169: OR14W-4138; same owner)
Sl.157 is alter of Sl.169. This is a night service which is starting
from Rourkela and reaching Bhubaneswar. The applicant is represented
by Sri S.K.Pathy, Clerk of DTM office, OSRTC, Rourkela. There is no
objection. T.P. may be considered after verification for clash free timing.
158. ROUTE -Rourkela to Keonjhar and Back, (Priyabrata Barik, owner of
vehicle OR09P0728)The applicant represented by Advocate. There is one objection by
Mrs. Seeta Mishra. The objection is regarding two hours halt at Barbil and
half an hour halt at Joda. The applicant may give a revised clash free
timing for consideration.
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159-160- ROUTE -Rourkela to Jeypore and Back, (Janardan Panda, owner
of vehicle OD08G8155 & OD-08G-8655)SI. 159 is alter of Sl.160 vice-versa. The applicant is present. There
is one objection filed by Tulasi and Rakesh Kumar Boghera. Both are
night services Sl.159 and Sl.160. May be considered after verification for
clash free timing.
161 and 162. ROUTE - Rourkela to Malkangiri, (Swarnalata Patra), owner of
vehicle OD03K8755 and ODO3K-8755 (Artatrana Joshi) (Both the
vehicles to operate as alter service).
The applicant is represented through Shri Trinath Patra. The distance of
route at 713 kms one way is too long to be covered in a day. Since the
travelling time is around 20 hours, the applicant is advised to reduce the
distance and give a revised timing for consideration.
163.

ROUTE - Rourkela to Siljoda, Saddam Hussain lqbal, owner of
vehicle OR14U1792.
The applicant is absent. There is no objection. May be considered after
checking for clash free timing.

164.

ROUTE - Ruchida to Chandabali via Bargarh, Burla, Sambalpur,
Cuttack, Kendrapara And Back, K. Rajendra Reddy, owner of vehicle
OD15K-1006.
The applicant is present. He says the application is for vacant slot-13,
category-A, Up trip and slot no.-208, category-A, Down trip in the Cuttack
Kendrapara rationalized route. There is no objection. To be verified
before consideration.

165.

ROUTE - Sambalpur to Bargarh (2RT) vide Up Trip Slot, Aftab
Hussain, owner of vehicle OR15G-2222.
The applicant is represented through Advocate Sri J.N. Mohanty. He says
that the application is for vacant slot Nos. 33 & 85 (up trip) and slot nos.
67 & 118 (down trip). There is no objection. Same may be considered
after verification.
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166.

ROUTE - Sambalpur to Belpahar Via Jharsuguda, Chief Executive
Officer, owner of vehicle OD15J3438.
The applicant is absent. There are two objections. The Government in H &
UD Department has decided not to issue inter-city permit of city buses till
the High level Committee makes a recommendation on the matter. Till
these issues are decided as per the procedure mentioned here above, no
new permit to be issued by STA/RTA to the city buses to ply on any intercity route in the State. Hence, this application is kept pending.

167.

ROUTE - Sambalpur to Bhawanipatana Via- Bargarh,Bolangir,
Kesinga, DTM, OSRTC, Sambalpur, owner of vehicle OR15S-8582.
The applicant is represented by Kailash Chandra Sahu, Clerk of D.T.M.,
Office, Sambalpur. Part of route from Sambalpur to Bargarh is
rationalized. There is no objection. He is advised to give vacant slots from
Sambalpur to Bargarh portion of the route for consideration.

168.

ROUTE - Sambalpur to Sundargarh Via Jharsuguda, Chief Executive
Officer, owner of vehicle OD15J-3436.
The applicant is absent. There are two objections. The Government in H &
UD Department has decided not to issue inter-city permit of city buses till
the High level Committee makes a recommendation on the matter. Till
these issues are decided as per the procedure mentioned here above, no
new permit to be issued by STA/RTA to the city buses to ply on any intercity route in the State. Hence, this application is kept pending.

169.

ROUTE - Sector-2 Rourkela to Bhubaneswar & Back, (Alter of vehicle
OR14W-4145). Managing Director, OSRTC, owner of vehicle OR14W4138.
SI. No. 169 is alter service of Sl.157. This is a night service which is
starting from Rourkela and reaching Bhubaneswar in the evening. The
applicant is represented by Sri S.K. Pathy, Clerk of D.T.M. office. There is
no objection. T.P. may be considered after verification of clash free timing.
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170.

ROUTE - Sundargarh to Sonepur, Managing Director, O S R T C,
BBSR, owner of vehicle OD16B5576.
The applicant is present. There is no objection. The part of the route from
Sundargarh to Sambalpur is in the rationalized route. The applicant is
advised to give vacant slots in the route for consideration.

171.

ROUTE -Sundargarh to Sambalpur Via Jharsuguda, Chief Executive
Officer, owner of vehicle OD15J3437.
The applicant is absent. There are two objections. The Government in H &
UD Department has decided not to issue inter-city permit of city buses till
the High level Committee makes a recommendation on the matter. Till
these issues are decided as per the procedure mentioned here above, no
new permit to be issued by STA/RTA to the city buses to ply on any intercity route in the State. Hence, this application is kept pending.

172.

ROUTE -Tensa to Sukuruli & Back, Snehalata Sahoo, owner of
vehicle ORO9N-6644.
The applicant is present. There are 3 objections regarding clash of timing
at Bamebari to Keonjhar in the up trip. The same may be checked and
made clash free before consideration. The applicant was advised to give
a revised timing.

173.

ROUTE -Tiringi to Angul Via Keonjhar & Back (Alter OD19B1022), MD
OSRTC, BBSR, owner of vehicle OD19C5420.
OSRTC is represented by Station Master Sri Biranchi Ku. Sahoo, DTM
Office, Angul SI.173 and SI. 87 are alter service. This is a night service.
There are two objections regarding clash of timing at Jashipur. The
objector will have no objection if the Jashipur departure timing is given
after 20.30 hours to the applicant.

174.

ROUTE -Udayapur to Bhubaneswar and Back, (Alter of vehicle
ORO1C-9233), Sekh Nurajama, owner of vehicle OD01-6175.
The applicant is represented by Advocate Shri K.C. Dash. There is one
objection filed by Shri Rajesh Kumar Periwal represented by Advocate Mr.
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K. Mohammed. He says that alter service is already available in respect of
vehicle OR-01C-9233. The applicant says that the objector is not
operating his bus after taking permit since last two years. The same be
verified for further action in the matter.
175.

ROUTE -Udayapur to Kandhamala, (Alter of vehicle ODO1F-4334),
Chiranjibi Ray, owner of vehicle ODO1N-9595.
The applicant is present. He is also represented by Advocate Sri S. Das.
The applicant has given Kandhamal as stoppage where as there is no
such place as Kandhamal. Secondly, the route is too long for passengers
to be comfortable. The applicant is advised to give a revised list of
stoppage and timing limiting to Phulbani, the District Headquarter of
Kandhamal and also reduce the distance for consideration. Alternate
permit for OD-01F-4334 may also be modified accordingly.

176.

ROUTE -Rourkela to Bamebari and Back, Chiranjit Mahanta, owner of
vehicle OD09C2919.
The applicant is present and also represented by Advocate Sri B.N.
Prasad. There is one objection regarding clash of timing at Rourkela filed
by Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty. The applicant is advised to give revised
clash free timing for consideration.

177.

ROUTE -Paradeep to Chandikhol and Back (Up Trip Slot No. 10 &
Down Trip Slot No. 20 In 1st Trip and Up Trip Slot No. 40 & Down Trip
Slot No. 45 In 2nd Trip), Narendra Kumar Samal, owner of vehicle
OR21D-0132.
The applicant is present through Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty. He says he
had applied in vacant slot No.10 in up trip & slot No.20 in down trip in first
trip and slot No.40 in up trip & slot No.45 in down trip in 2nd trip. There is
one objection by one Bhabatosh Nayak regarding clash of timing at
Badapalgada. To be checked before consideration.

178.

ROUTE -Kashipur to Bhubaneswar Via. Karanjia, Cuttack and Back,
Deepak Karmakar, owner of vehicle OD11E-0002.
The applicant is present through Advocate Mr. M.B.K. Rao. There are 3
objections regarding clash of timing. The vehicle is also travelling 638
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kms. in a day. There is a need to reduce the distance in interest of
travelling public and vehicle performance. To be checked before
consideration.
179.

ROUTE -Arei to Cuttack; Cuttack to Bhuban and Back, Harihar Nath,
owner of vehicle ORO4M-1552.
The applicant is present. There are 7 objections regarding clash of timing
at many places. The applicant is advised to give a revised clash free
timing for consideration.

180.

ROUTE -Badampahar to Bhubaneswar and Back, Ashok Kumar
Swain, owner of vehicle ODO4H-4485.
The applicant is present and represented by Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty.
There are 3 objections regarding clash of timing. The distance is also too
long.The applicant may reduce the distance and give a revised clash free
timing.

181.

ROUTE -Balichandrapur to Cuttack, Cuttack to Kuanpal And Back (2
RT), Cuttack to Balichandrapur, Rama Chandra Prusty, owner of
vehicle ORO5P-9636.
The applicant is present through Sri K. C. Dash, Advocate. There is one
objection. But this is a 23 seater vehicle. STA grant permit to minimum of
26 seater vehicles. Hence the application is rejected as the vehicle is a
less than 26 seater. He can apply for permit at R.T.A. level.

182.

ROUTE -Balichandrapur to Cuttack and Back, Cuttack to Bhakuda
And Back, Cuttack to Kuanpal and Back, Mamatarani Rout, owner of
vehicle ODO5AC-8736.
The applicant is represented through Advocate Sri K. C. Dash. There is
one objection regarding clash of timing at Chhatia and Jajpur. The
applicant is advised to give a revised timing for consideration.

183.

ROUTE -Balugaon to Mohanaty Chhak and Back, (Alter ORO5AW2643), Himansu Sekhar Senapati, owner of vehicle ORO1T-5315.
The applicant is represented through Advocate Sri K. C. Dash. Both
applicants at SI. Nos.183 & 184 have applied for the same route and as
alter of OR-05AW-2642. There is no objection. Since both have applied for
the same route, they will be considered on merit.
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The vehicle of Nazir Khan is of 2017 model whereas the vehicle of
Himanshu Sekhar Senapati is 2011 model. In view of the higher model
vehicle the case of Nazir Khan at SI. No. 184 would be taken into
consideration after verification .
184.

ROUTE -Balugaon to Mohanty Chhak, (Alter ORO5AW-2643), Nazir
Khan, owner of vehicle °D01 U7786.
The applicant is represented through Advocate Sri H P Mohanty. Both
applicants at SI. Nos.183 & 184 have applied for the same route and as
alter of OR-05AW-2642. There is no objection. Since both have applied for
the same route, they will be considered on merit.
The vehicle of Nazir Khan is of 2017 model whereas the vehicle of
Himanshu Sekhar Senapati is 2011 model. In view of the higher model
vehicle the case of Nazir Khan at SI. No. 184 would be taken into
consideration after verification.

185.

ROUTE -Bansada to Bhubaneswar via Bhadrak, Chandikhole,
Nibedita Das, owner of vehicle OR22A-8584.
The applicant is present. There are several objections. The application is
in a rationalized route under process for finalization. So the application is
deferred till the rationalization is completed. S/he is advised to apply for
vacant slot after rationalized chart is finalized for consideration.

186.

ROUTE -Baramunda to Kanpur and Back, Gouri Baliarsingh, owner
of vehicle OR02BU2577.
The applicant is present. There is one objection by Shri Ashok Kumar
Samantaray through his Advocate. The applicant says that he will change
the timing slightly to meet the objection. To be considered after checking
for clash free timing.
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187.

ROUTE -Bhadrak to Anandpur Via Bonth Satadiha Salabani and Back
(2Rt), Prafulla Chandra Kar, owner of vehicle OR22A5207.
The applicant is represented by Advocate Mr. K. Mohammed. There is
one objection by Ms Sangita Mohanty regarding clash of timing in the 2nd
trip from Bhadrak. The applicant was advised to give a revised timing for
consideration.

188.

ROUTE - Bhadrak to Basudevpur , Bhadrak to Manjuri Road, Bhadrak
To Jajpur Town & Back, (Laxman Chandra Sahu, owner of vehicle
OR22C-3637).
The applicant is represented by Advocate Sri M.B.K. Rao. There is no
objection. May be considered after checking for clash free timing.

189.

ROUTE - Bhatarika to Banki and Back, Partha Barik, owner of vehicle
ORO5AA-7341.
The applicant is present. There is no objection May be considered after
checking for clash free timing.

190.

ROUTE - Bhubaneswar to Balasore and Back, Kishore Kumar
Mohapatra, owner of vehicle OD2263772.
The applicant is present. There are several objections. The application is
in a rationalized route under process for finalization. So the application is
deferred till the rationalization is completed. S/he is advised to apply for
vacant slot after rationalized chart is finalized for consideration.

191.

ROUTE -Bhubaneswar to Balasore Via Chandikhole, Satya Narayan
Das, owner of vehicle OD05D5484.
The applicant is present. There are several objections. The application is
in a rationalized route under process for finalization. So the application is
deferred till the rationalization is completed. S/he is advised to apply for
vacant slot after rationalized chart is finalized for consideration.

192.

ROUTE -Bhubaneswar to Benakanda Via. Chandikhole and back,
Rebati Raman Das, owner of vehicle OD29E2555.
The applicant is present. This is a rationalized route. The applicant states
that he has applied in vacant slot Nos.B32 UP in first trip and B99 DN in
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the return trip. The same is to be checked and if it is vacant, the same
may be considered.
193.

ROUTE -Bhubaneswar to Chandbali and back, Aftab Alam, owner of
vehicle OR22-5371.
The applicant is present. There are several objections. The application is
in a rationalized route under process for finalization. So the application is
deferred till the rationalization is completed. S/he is advised to apply for
vacant slot after rationalized chart is finalized for consideration.

194.

ROUTE -Bhubaneswar to Chandbali and back vide Slot No. 36 In up
Trip & Slot No. 179 in Down Trip (Category-A), Pradeep Kumar Patra,
owner of vehicle OD05AF2651.
The applicant is represented through Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty. The
application is in a rationalized route. He claims to have applied against
vacant slot Nos. A43 UP in first trip and A179 DN in the return trip. May be
verified before consideration.

195.

ROUTE - Bhubaneswar to Chardia and back, Amiya Kumar Mohanty,
owner of vehicle OR16J0325.
The applicant is present. There are several objections. The application is
in a rationalized route under process for finalization. So the application is
deferred till the rationalization is completed. S/he is advised to apply for
vacant slot after rationalized chart is finalized for consideration.

196.

ROUTE -Bhubaneswar to Hansina Via. Salipur, Duhuria and Back,
Ramesh Kumar Dash, owner of vehicle OR05AT3733.
The applicant is present. There are 3 objections on this rationalized route.
The objector No.1 says that the same slot No. A10 UP has already been
allotted in hearing on 04.5.2018 by Secretary, S.T.A. Same is to be
verified before consideration.
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197.

ROUTE -Bhubaneswar to Kaptipada and Back, Sankar Prasad
Patnaik, owner of vehicle OD22J-0777.
The applicant is present. There are several objections. The application is
in a rationalized route under process for finalization. So the application is
deferred till the rationalization is completed. S/he is advised to apply for
vacant slot after rationalized chart is finalized for consideration.

198.

ROUTE -Bhubaneswar to Singhpur Via Cuttack Chandikhole Jajpur
Town and Back, Pradeep Kumar Patra, owner of vehicle
OD05AH0485.
The applicant is present through Advocate Sri M. B. K. Rao. There are 4
objections regarding clash of timing at Cuttack and Jajpur Town points.
The applicant was advised to give revised clash free timing for
consideration.

199.

ROUTE -Bhubaneswar to Talasingha, Via. Cuttack, Asureswar &
Back on the Rationalised Route vacant slots... A35 UP and A126 DN,
(Ajaya Kumar Mallick, owner of vehicle ODO5AF-6995
The applicant is represented through Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty. It
seems the applicant was allotted the vacant slot after hearing in
December, 2017, but did not lift permit for his old vehicle. He has brought
a new vehicle for which this application has been filed in OPMS. May be
considered after verification of earlier allocation.

200.

ROUTE -Chakapada to Kamaladiha and Back, Surya Kanta Rath,
owner of vehicle OR02AV7837.
The applicant is present. There is no objection. May be considered after
verification for clash free timing.
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201.

ROUTE - Chandabali to Cuttack & Back ( In vacant slots ... A101 DN
and A105 UP), Raghunath Kar, owner of vehicle OD05AG-1394.
The applicant and his Advocate Sri S. Mishra are present. They claimed
to have applied in vacant slot No.105 in category — A in up trip and slot
No.101 in down trip in the rationalized route. There is no objection. The
same is to be verified before consideration.

202.

ROUTE - Chandipur to Bhubaneswar Via Chandikhole, Cuttack,
Ratikanta Parida, owner of vehicle OD22K7727.
The applicant is present. There are several objections. The application is
in a rationalized route under process for finalization. So the application is
deferred till the rationalization is completed. S/he is advised to apply for
vacant slot after rationalized chart is finalized for consideration.

203.

ROUTE -Chanduli to Mastercanteen And Back (2RT) and Cuttack to
Master Canteen and Back, Niranjan Senapati, owner of vehicle
0002V3591.
The applicant is present. There is no objection. May be considered after
checking for clash free timing

204.

ROUTE -Chatia to Cuttack ,Cuttack to Bari Via Chandikhol and Back
(2RT),Cuttack to Chatia, (Hrushikesh Behera, owner of vehicle
ORO5AB-7815).
The applicant is present through Advocate Sri M. B. K. Rao. There are two
objections regarding clash of timing at Bari and Cuttack. May be
considered after checking for clash free timing.

205.

ROUTE -Cuttack to Kharinasi and Back in vacant Slot Nos. A41 UP &
B99 DN , (Akshya Kumar Swain, owner of vehicle ODO4K-8791).
The applicant is present through Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty. The
application is in a rationalized route. There is no objection. He claims to
have applied in in vacant Slot Nos. A41 UP in first rip & B99 DN in return
trip. This may be verified before consideration.
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206.

ROUTE -Cuttack to Paradeep Via Tirtol Rahama And Back (3 Round
Trip), (Alter ORO5V-5778), Samirkanta Mohapatra, owner of vehicle
OR14N-9180.
The applicant is represented through Advocate Shri M.B.K. Rao. There
are 4 objections. The Objector says that the alter service is already
available. Since this is a rationalized route, the applicant is advised to
indicate the vacant slots which would be considered after verification.

207.

ROUTE -Cuttack to Paradip Via Tarapur Jayapur (3Rt), (Alter ORO5V5778), Srinibas Satapathy, owner of vehicle OR02AU6649.
It is reported that the vehicle was already sold out. There are two
objections. The application for permit is rejected as there is no vehicle.

208.

ROUTE -Dagara to Balugaon (Alter ODO1D-2569), Sudhakrusna Kar,
owner of vehicle WB76-9927.
The applicant is present. This is an alter service of OD-01D-2569. It is a
night service. There is no objection. But the bus is having West Bengal
number. The applicant is advised to assign Odisha registration number.
May be considered after verification.

209.

ROUTE -Darlipali to Balasore and Back, Ajaya Kumar Kar, owner of
vehicle OD16A-1974.
The applicant is represented through Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty. This is
an alter service of application at SI. No.124 heard on 5.5.2018. The
distance between Angul and Sambalpur is wrong. Same is to be rectified.
May be considered after verification.

210.

ROUTE -Dosinga to Bhubaneswar Via Basudevpur Bhadrak Cuttack
and Back, Saswati Das, owner of vehicle OD11-2615.
The applicant is present. There are several objections. The application is
in a rationalized route under process for finalization. So the application is
deferred till the rationalization is completed. S/he is advised to apply for
vacant slot after rationalized chart is finalized for consideration.
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211.

ROUTE -Dushingha to Bhubaneswar Via Padampur, Bhadrak,
Chandikhol, Cuttack And Back, Jagabandhu Mahal, owner of vehicle
OD23-6666.
The applicant is present. There are several objections. The application is
in a rationalized route under process for finalization. So the application is
deferred till the rationalization is completed. S/he is advised to apply for
vacant slot after rationalized chart is finalized for consideration.

212. ROUTE - Fagu to Brahamnipal and Back (Goods Carriage), Deepak
Kumar Dash, owner of vehicle ODO9J-2406.
The applicant is present through Advocate Sri A. K. Behera. He says there
is a mistake while applying. The vehicle number should have been
OD09J-2405 and not OD09J2406. He was advised to apply again as the
entire process has become wrong. His application is rejected.
213.

ROUTE -Gedma to Bhadrak, Bhadrak to Govindpur & Charampa to
Jantuali and Back, Basanti Laha, owner of vehicle OR22A1985.
The applicant is represented through Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty. There
are two objections regarding clash of timing at Bhadrak. May be
considered after checking for clash free timing.

214.

ROUTE -Ghoradia to Ghatagaon and Back, Dillip Kumar Agrawalla,
owner of vehicle OR19D-0772.
The applicant is represented through Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty. There
is no objection. May be considered after checking for clash free timing.

215.

ROUTE -Gobardhanpur to Cuttack, Cuttack to Siali and Back, Cuttack
To Gobardhanpur, Gourahari Das, owner of vehicle ORO5AU-0778.
The applicant is present. He says he has applied against vacant slot
No.B17 DN and B103 DN and slot Nos.B21 UP and B87 UP. There is one
objection. May be considered after verification of claim .

216.

ROUTE -Gobindpur to Bhubaneswar Via, Jajpur Town, Chandikhole,
Cuttack and Back, Rajib Ranjan Samal, owner of vehicle ORO4M5080.
The applicant is present and his Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty is also
present. There are 5 objections. The distance given between Chandikhole
to Manguli seems to be wrong. Accordingly there is mistake of timing
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between Binjharpur and Jajpur, Chandikhole to Manguli and there is clash
of timing in Cuttack and Jajpur town. The applicant is advised to submit
revised timing for consideration.
217.

ROUTE - Japa to Cuttack, Samir Kanta Mohapatra, owner of vehicle
OR05R5475.
The applicant is present and his Advocate Sri M. B. K. Rao is also
present. He claims to have applied in rationalized vacant slots. There is
one objection. The vehicle is 16 years old. As this is a rationalized route,
applications against vacant slot to be considered after verification.

218.

ROUTE - Jhumpura to Bhubaneswar, Bijay Laxmi Sahoo, owner of
vehicle OD09L2577.
The applicant is represented through Advocate Shri Indrajit Pal Babu.
There are 5 objections regarding clash of timing at Keonjhar. The
Objectors are in different alignment. Some operators are in same
alignment. The same may be verified. The applicant may give a clash free
timing taking vehicle in the same alignment for consideration

219.

ROUTE - Jindal to Bhubaneswar and back, Anjana Samal, owner of
vehicle OD19F-4798.
The applicant is present and his Advocate Sri S. Mishra is also present.
There is no objection. May be considered after verification.

220.

ROUTE - Joda to Bhubaneswar Via Keonjhar, Chandikhole, Cuttack
And Back (Alter Service ORO2W-2485), Purna Chandra Barik, owner
of vehicle ORO4L-0885.
The applicant is represented through Advocate Shri B.M. Sarangi. There
is no objection. May be considered after checking for clash free timing.

221.

ROUTE -Joda to Bhubaneswar Via Keonjhar, Duburi, Chandikhole,
Cuttack, Paresh Kumar Taunk, owner of vehicle ORO2W-2485.
The applicant is represented through Advocate Shri B.M. Sarangi. The
Bus OR-02W-2485 is a 2002 model. Since it is travelling in the night and
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long distance of around 300 kms., the operator has to give a higher model
bus for consideration.
222.

ROUTE -Kaipada to Cuttack, Cuttack To Singhpur and Back, Cuttack
To Kaipada, Bighnaraj Nayak, owner of vehicle ODO4K-9085.
The applicant is present and his Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty is also
present. There are 9 objections regarding clash of timings at various
points in same time. The applicant may give a revised clash free timing
for consideration.

223.

ROUTE - Kanheipal to Bhubaneswar, Malaya Ranjan Pattnaik, owner
of vehicle ODO2AR-7750
The applicant is present. There are 5 objections. Since 120 kms of the
route is in the rationalized route and there are several objections. The
petitioner to give revised timing for consideration.

224.

ROUTE -Kanja to Khandagiri Via Bantala Rasol Bhapur Athagarh
Naraj Cuttack and Back, Pabitra Mohan Khatua, owner of vehicle
ORO5AR0908.
The applicant is present. There is a clash of timing between Athagarh and
Cuttack. There are three objections. Khandagiri can't be a
terminus.Objection regarding rationalized route, clash of timing is not
considered as the common corridor is only 30 kms. The objection
regarding clash of timing at Bantala will be taken into consideration for
making clash free timing.

225.

ROUTE -Kharighar to Bhubaneswar & Bhubaneswar to Cuttack (2Rt)
And Back, Biswanath Mohanty, owner of vehicle OR02AK6033.
The applicant is present. There is no objection. The route will be modified
from Sithala to Bhubaneswar instead of Kharighar to Bhubaneswar. May
be considered after checking for clash free timing.
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226.

ROUTE -Khiching to Bhadrak and Back Via Thakurmunda,
Anandapur Banta, Janmejay Das, owner of vehicle OD22K5646.
The applicant is present. No objection has been received. May be
considered after checking for clash free timing.

227.

ROUTE - Korei to Champua Via. Nahangi, Harichandanpur,
Jhumpura, Urti, Katha and Back, Laxman Birua, owner of vehicle
ODO9H5073.
The applicant is present. There are two objections regarding clash of
timing at Keonjhar in Up trip and Down Trip by Advocate Sri H.P.
Mohanty. May be considered after checking for clash free timing.

228.

ROUTE -Mahal to Cuttack & Cuttack to Chandbali And Back, Anant
Kishor Sahoo, owner of vehicle OD29E1914.
The applicant is present. His Advocate Sri A.K. Behera is also present.
He says that he will utilize Slot No.21 in down trip and Slot No.201,
category — A, up trip for his service in this rationalised route. Same is to
be verified whether it is vacant for consideration.

229.

ROUTE -Master Canteen to Pattamundai, Cuttack ao Pattamundai
Inter Trip and Back, Ramesh Kumar Dash, owner of vehicle ODO5AF3599.
The applicant is present. He has not given vacant slots. He is directed to
give the vacant slots in this rationalized route; only after that the
application would be taken for consideration.

230.

ROUTE -Nehru Bangala to Chandikhole, Paradeep garha to
Chandikhole Inter Trip And Back, Minaketan Ray, owner of vehicle
OR22-9192.
The applicant is present along with his advocate Sri K.C. Dash. But he has
not given the vacant slots in the rationalized route. He is requested to
give vacant slots failing which it will not be considered.

(2_
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231.

ROUTE -Olavar to Rajgangpur Via Cuttack, Puspita Dash, owner of
vehicle ODO5Q-1007.
The applicant is present through Advocate Sri K. C. Dash. There is no
objection. May be considered after checking for clash free timing.

232.

ROUTE -Purana to Master canteen and Back With Master canteen to
Cuttack And Back, Asit Kumar Das, owner of vehicle OR05X-4357.
The applicant is present through Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty. There is one
objection that the petitioner has applied with the same timing from starting
point. The applicant may give a revised timing for consideration.

233.

ROUTE -Rajnagar to Bhubaneswar and Back, Vide Slot Nos. B62 UP
& B109 DN, Swapnamayee Swain, owner of vehicle ODO4G-7585.
The applicant is present. His Advocate Sri H. P. Mohanty is present.
There is one objection. He claims that the applied slots are not vacant as
same has already been allotted. The applicant says to withdraw his
application and requested to a allot slot No.120 instead of slot No.109.
The Objector says that in Kendrapara route the slot will be given only after
making advertisement. The fact is to be verified and the issue needs
deliberation.

234.

ROUTE -Ramtara to Cuttack Via Balikuda Jagatsinghpur Balia and
Back, Anil Kumar Padhi, owner of vehicle ODO2AG-0249.
The applicant is present through his Advocate Sri K. C. Dash. He states
that his application is in the slot No.36 in the Up trip and slot No.38 in the
Down trip. It seems this applied timing has been given to OR-09G-9889
which is not plying in the route for years. The last RTA permit was given to
it in 2011 and the vehicle is in off road since 01.11.2014 till 31.10.2018.
He has given photos of the same vehicle which is in dilapidated condition.
A report may be called for from the R.T.O. before taking into
consideration.
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235.

ROUTE -Ranibhuin to Bhubaneswar and Back Vide Up Trip Slot No.
18 and Down Trip Slot No. 46, Pravat Kumar Nayak, owner of vehicle
ORO5S-2738,
The applicant is present. The application is supposed to be against the
vacant slot. There are 3 objections. As objectors state that there is no
vacant slot, the same is to be verified before any decision is taken.

236.

ROUTE -Bhubaneswar to Bolangir Via Cuttack Angul Boudh Sonepur
and Back, Manish Barik, owner of vehicle ODO5AG-4999.
The applicant is present. This is a night service. There is no objection.
May be considered after checking for clash free timing.

237.

ROUTE -Bhubaneswar to Bhanjanagar and Back, Chandrama Patra,
owner of vehicle ORO2BU-9679,
The applicant is represented through Advocate Sri H.P. Mohanty. This is
on proposed rationalized route. But there is no objection.

May be

considered after checking for clash free timing.
238.

ROUTE -MV 79 to Katagaon Via. Malkangiri,Jeypore,Nawarangpur,
Managing Director OSRTC BBSR, owner of vehicle OD30-4913
The applicant is represented by ATM, Malkangiri, Sri Srinibasa Panigrahi.
There are 3 objections regarding clash of timing at Jeypore and
Nawarangpur. The same is to be verified before consideration. OSRTC
may give a revised timing for consideration.

239.

ROUTE - Jaganathpur to Cuttack Via Atthagarh, Adarsha
Priyadarshini Sahoo, owner of vehicle OD02S8866,
The applicant is present. There are 8 objections regarding clash of timing
at Bhapur and Jagannathpur. The applicant is to submit revised timing.
The same is to be verified before consideration.
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240.

ROUTE -Paradip to Cuttack and Back 2 Rt, Manjulata Rout, owner of
vehicle OR05AT3663.
The applicant is present through Sri H.P. Mohanty. There are two
objections. Smt. Jayanti Swain and Shri Dharanidhar Das represented
through Advocate Sri M. B. K. Rao. The applicant is advised to give a
revised timing and vacant slot numbers as it is a rationalized route.

241.

ROUTE -Parlakhemundi to Gaiba (3Rt), D. Sitaram Raju, owner of
vehicle OD18D-7128.
The applicant is present through Sri J. N. Mohanty, Advocate. He states
that this permit is against notified vacancy. Sri M.B.K. Rao, Advocate for
objector states that against the order of notifying the route, he has filed
appeal before Hon'ble STAT. So it may be kept pending.

242.

ROUTE -Khajuripada to Gunupur Via Rayagada, Parlakhemundi,
Kashinagar, m. Venkati narayan, owner of vehicle ORO2BA-8320.
The applicant is present and his Advocate Sri M. B. K. Rao is also
present. There is no objection. May be considered after verification for
clash free timing.

243.

ROUTE -Paralakhemundi to Gunupur, & Paralakhemundi to
Keradanga, K. Bachi Babu, owner of vehicle OD18E-5679.
The applicant is represented through his Advocate Sri M.B.K. Rao. There
are 5 objections regarding clash of timing at Rayagada and
Paralakhemundi. The applicant may give revised clash free timing for
consideration.

244.

ROUTE -Parlakhemundi to Rayagada Via Gunupur, G. Kanta Rao,
owner of vehicle OD18A3888.
The applicant is present. There is no objection. May be considered after
checking for clash free timing.
p
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